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Experimental requirements for liquid absorber

(1) Dimension

- L=300, D=300

- possible to change L’ = 200 for example

Needs gasket flange ?

(2) Absorber center error; +/- 2 mm ?

(3) Total weight as light as possible

(4) Possible to change liquid LH2 LHe

(5) Quick method for empty
(heater or heat exchange gas…)



(6) Liquid level should be constant and full

(7) Liquid density should be constant; +/- 1% ?

T, P constant

Temperature uniformity

(8) Minimum bubble

(9) No or minimum solid (H2) in absorber

Experimental requirements for liquid absorber



(10) No leak any combination

absorber, He-system, vacuum chamber

(11) Vacuum (RF, Mag, Absorber vac.) and 
absorber system should be hold when any 
space failed to 1atm.

(12) Monitors

T, P, liquid level

(13) Requirement of He for absorber

- T;   4.2 - 14K

- Flow; 0 - 5 g/s

Experimental requirements for liquid absorber



















Indium 
1mm dia.

0.3 mm Gap

Helicoflex-delta

G10

Thermal 
expansion



(1) Direct cooling

Habs
(1)= Hrad1 + Hcond1 + Hdark1

+ Hdark2

(2) Neck cooling

Habs
(2) = Hrad2 + Hdark2

Hrad2 << Hrad1

Hdark1 ~ Hdark2

Then,  Habs
(1) >> Habs

(2)

Hrad1

Hcond1

Hdark1
Hdark2

Heating of Absorber/Chamber

Hrad2
Hdark2

Thermal 
contact



(3) Heat exchange gas cooling

Habs
(1)= Hrad1 + Hcond1 + Hdark1

+ Hdark2 Hrad1

Hcond1

Hdark1
Hdark2

Heating at Absorber

- Almost same as (1)

- Can be control the heat conductance by changing 
the gas pressure

Heat exchange gas

(H2 or He)



Pt-Co



Gap=3mm

Gap= 8mm

IDabs= 300 290

OR

IDmag -10









Design Sｕｍｍａｒｙ
1) He in/out tubes are independent and come from upside.

2) “Helicoflex” gaskets are used for windows seal. Grove and key 
structure to >protect thermal expansion. Indium seal are also 
possible in the preparation >stage. 

3) Neck cooler to cool absorber vacuum can

4) G10 parts to hold the absorber body and the vacuum can 

5) One more thermometer to measure and control the LH2 level 

Requests to make the absorber safer and simpler, if it is possible. 

1) Enlarge the diameter of vertical vacuum tube as much as 
possible. 

2) Enlarge the diameter of horizontal vacuum tube, or shrink the 
absorber >diameter about 10 mm. 


